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I Nader to deliver address
on ethics of engineering
'<

II

Ralph Nader, controversial critic of automobile safety standards,
will speak at Kresge Auditorium
at 8 p.m. Wednesday. His topic
will be "The Engineer in Society:
His Responsibilities and Ethics."
The program is sponsored by
the American Society of Mechanical Ehngineers. David Cahn '68,
is program chairman and chairrrarn of the ASME student section's Committee on Ethics.
Panel discussion
A panel discussion · will follow
Mr. Nader's lecture. Besides Nader, panelists will include Professors Norman Dahl and Dwight
Bauman, Mechanical Engineering; Bruce Mazlish, History; and
Nicholas DeWolf, President of
Teradyne, Inc., of Bston. Professor D. G. Wilson, Mechanical
Engineering, .and faculty advisor
to the ASME student section, will

l

May 5 is the last day on

which an undergraduate student may cancel a subject for
which he is registered without
having to petition he Comrnittee on Academic Perfocrmance. Cancellations after this
date will be allowed only for
"extenuating circumstances."
"Failure in the course concerned is not considered a
valid reason for a late can1llation."'

serve as moderator, and will submit written questions from the
audience to the panel.
Auto-hazards critic
Nader, a Washington DC attorney, attracted national attention
with his book Unsafe At Atny
Speed, and with subsequent ap
pearances' before Congressional
committees investigating highway
and automobile safety. Besides
his aversion to the' "needless
death and mairMing of hundreds
of thousands of people annually,"
Nader's interest in the area of
auto hazards stemmed from his
"recognition that we've had the
technological and economic capability to. build safer cars for decades, ....
and . . . the deep
awareness that unsafe autos pose
a profound professional challenge
to the legal, medical, and exlgineering professions who have the
responsibility not -just to apply
their optimum skills to the problems ... but also to work for
,
,,,,ithe
miLian
those very
problems . . ."
Tickets for the program are on
sale in-the Lbby of Building 10,
and the public is invited. Tickets
for ASME student section members are 75 cents, for non-members, one dollar. Beginning Mon day, all tickets will be sold at
the booth at a single price of
$1.25. Tickets at the door the evering of the program will be $1.50.

MikaEin sug-sts§ c n-sditn

for federa cooperatifon
By Dean Roller
With the advent of an atmosphere of increased tension be-

tween universities and government, many fundamental quesEl

Dr. Mlax Millikan
(This is the first of a series
of articles on relations between
the federal government and uniVeYsities taken from a supplement to the April iss.rue of Technology Review,)
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By Nod Mhgin
President Howard Johnson isssued an appeal to scientists anmd
engineers to chart a "New Tech
nology" in an address before thLe
MrT Club of Northern Californi;a
in

San

Francisco

Wednesday?.

Present at the meeting werE
e
mere than 200 alumni, wives3,
guests, and prospectives fresh1men with their parents.
Whole man
Pres. Johnson articulated hi s
thesis by saying: "In a ddition tc:o
being concerned with every man!,
J
technology must also be con1cerned with the whole man. II
must seek to create the large
scale environment in which marn
can realize his full potential ass
a human being. It must be ass
sensitive to aesthetics as to effi
ciency, to human growth as to
economic and industrial expansion."
Three adjectives were appliediD
by Pres. Johnson to today's
American society. He called it a

all it must instill personal respornsibility and an ability and desire to contribute to society.
UIberal education
This kind of education was
characterized as a "liberal education" by Pres. Johnson. He was
careful to differentiate between
this and the commonly lknown
"liberal arts education." In fact,
he saw the latter as often co-nfining, limting a student's perspective and shielding him from
exposure to the "forces of scientific discovery that shape oaur
civilization ... ." He saw the
best education as that whichl attempts to produce that rare blend
of the "poet and useful man."
He deplored any loss of idealism and expressed the beief
that with such a loss the US as
a nation would "lose the chance
to serve as a model for others

'

Five Cents

despite a high GNP."
Problems of technology
Many 'of the major problems
confronting humanity today were
pointed out by iPres; Johnson as
the results of technological advancement.
"We are beginning to discover
that the right of free citizens to
move

freely

without

-hindrance

can be made meaningless.by the
breakdown

of mass traespo.az1

tion, and the right of free assembly can be negated by impassable city taffic, o, for that
matter, uncontrolled crime in the
city streets, We are beginning to
suspect that free - speech and
free' press might become irrelevant if we are slowly strangled
by the air we breathie or slowiy
poisoned by our drinking water.
"We are beginning to see that
(Please turn to Page 2)

Decision on Inner Belf
not expected until May
y,.By Steve Carhart

matter.

As recently as a month ago,
Massachusetts Governor John A.
Volpe indicated that he expected
a decision by April. However, in
a speech Monday before the Cambridge Chamber of Commerce,
i Governor Volpe announced that
he does not expect a decision until sometime in May.
Governor's comments
He also said that determining

i

7

!.Osipe annlouncement

Often delayed in the past, the
final
decision on the route of the
Finally and most important of
Inner Belt- has been put off once
again by the maze of individuals
and government agencies which
are concerned with this delicate

Heouse nears

.

ec- RoOD

o uson ur es few

the academic world and government agencies have become the
forefront of controversy. Professor Max F. Millikan of the Department of Economics and Political Science and director of the
Center for nternational Studies
is one member of the MIT com1I
society, an interI
munity who is intimately involved ftechnological
sdependent and, hopefully, a diin the conflict and has thus be- l
come very opinionated on the vrerse one. He also expressed the
.l1role
of the university in such al
E
subject.
society as threefold. It must
Distorted images
teach technical competence and
Prof. Millikan feels that the an ability for decision malkit.

(Please turn to Page 2)
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arsall Scholbarship
.......
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Ronald F. Webbirnk, a Course
VII senior from St. Charles, Mb
souri, has been awarded a Marshall Scholarship. The scholarship' Mll enable him to go to
.11
St. John's College, Cambridge,
England, where he will pursue
graduate study in Theoretical
APstronomy.
The
scholarship
program,
named for -Genera1 George Marshall, is administered and paid
for by the British Government.
Photo by Steve Lee It was established in 1953, and
The attitude of these students is' "Work need not be drudgery," as they assemble- Open each year offers 24 awards to enstudents to study
Huse information packets during an informal party at East Campus. The mountain of brochures able American
they are building, among many others, will be distributed to all those who.visit the MIT campus for degrees at British univer[ when the Institute opens its doors to the public this weekend.
sities.
'

exactly where the Belt will go is
a very difficult decision and that
no matter which route is chosen,
some people will inevitably be
hurt. However, Governor Volpe
disagreed with those who have
called for further study of the
Belt problem because the Belt
route has already been studied
more than arty comparable highway -problem. Furthermore, the
governor added, he is convinced
the Belt is a necessary addition
to the network of superhighways
around Boston and that further
study will only delay its construction without appreciably reducing
the problems which building the
Belt will cause.
The governor said that he was
not impressed by the arguments
of those who say that the Belt
will be obsolete soon after it is
built and therefore should not be
begun; on the contre/y, fie fact
that it will be inadequate so soon
only underlines the need for the
road.
Possible routes
The proposed routes across
Cambridge include the Brookline

(Please turn to Page 3)
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Of all the government agencies
connected with the academic
world, the Central Intelligence
Agency is usually singled out as
the most "dangerous" possibly
due to the recent disclosure of
the CIA's support of student,
labor, and other organizations.
Millikan emphasizes that its public image as a clandestine agency
must be changed. The public
must be educated of the important scholarly work the CIA performs in evaluating the worldwide political, economic, social,
and military forces of which the
President and the National Security Council must be constantly
aware. Prof. Millikan cites an.
example which struck close to
home whereby the MIT Center
for International Studies was
forced to discontinue its contracts
with the CIA in June of -1966 because of "misunderstanding at
home and abroad."
Solutions thus far attempted by
institutions to reconcile the rift
between education and government such as accepting no government contracts providing for
clearance of personnel or handling of classified material, or by
making sharp distinctions between the university's accepting

(Confinited firom' Prge 1)
-"publicity given to a variety of
kinds of relations between gov-

'4

Ir

s_
<

ermnent and educational institutions" has been a prime factor
in bringing about a "deteriora>2 tion of an atmosphere of col< laboration" between the two.
Three basic philosophies have
LL evolved as a result of such disclosures. One group feels universities must insulate themselves
from close relations with govern) ment agencies. A second group
Lu
feels that it is the obligation of
the academic community to act
LU.
I as more responsible citizens and
try to help government behave
more intelligently rather than
dissociate themselves from it. A
third group of university professors emphasize practical considerations in that the image of government-sponsored research ig'reflected in the university. Thus
this group feels that there is a
definite present need for improvement.

Johnson deplores
depersonalization
(Continued from Page 1)

The abstract and personalized phers are eager to know the re.

such contracts and the individual
scholars comprising the staffs of
sudh institutes accepting them,
have all proved unsatisfactory.
Proposed solutions
Prof. DMillikan's proposed solutions to the conflict are basically
fivefold: (1) A distinct effort
should be made by universities
and professors to restate their
intentions to engage in activities
which will be made fully public.
(2) Universities should only accept projects, the results of which
will be released to the public.
of the

(3) - Members

academic'

world should not accept contracts
which limit the conclusions of the
research. (4) Universities and individuals thereof should accept
only those contracts which permit
them to reveal the source of their
funds. (5) Universities should
avoid becoming too dependent on
any one government agency for
support of research.
Only by instituting such reforms with the judgment and integrity of the parties involved
does Prof. Millikan feel a beginning may be made in once
again bringing about an era of
co-operation and understanding
between universities and government.
I-

cqual rights and equal job opportunity, when finally obtained I
by citizens long denied them, can I
be made meaningless by intolerable housing conditions or by ineffective education s y s t e m s.
We are beginning to realize that
if exploding populations create a
world of starving humans almost
standing on e ach other's shoulders, all concepts of freedom can i

view of more than a dozen local
photographers is the theme of a
New Group show now open in the
Creative Photography Gallery.
Exhibitors include Elaine Fisher, Elizabeth Hecker, David
Wunsch, Charles Hrbek, Lucy
Kezar, Rosalind Kimball, Phebe
Ham, Ann Warrington and Tom
Wills of- Cambridge; Jonathan
Green of Brookline; Barbara
Morss Marshall of Chestnut Hill;
Eric Myrvaagnes of Winchester;
and Eugene Richards of Quincy.
Few of them are professionally
engaged in photography.
The show is composed of more
than 50 photographs,

many- of

them landscapes and portraits,
and emphasis is placed on close
tonal control and textural contrasts. Visitors are encouraged to
leave written comments on the
photographs, since. the photogra-

sponse of the viewers.
Though mostly amateurs, the
exhibitors in the New Group
have captured images which ex.
plore the relationship of photo.
graphy to experience. The group
meets bi-weekly with Stan Gold.
berg of Arlington, a professional
photographer and teacher, for
criticism of their work. In this
close interaction the participants
learn -to expand their awareness
in order to produce pictures re.
fleeting many levels of experience.

The New Group exhibition will
continue through May 7. Hours in
the Creative Photography Gallery
are Monday through Friday, noon
to 9 pm, and Saturday and Sun.
day, 1 to 6. The Gallery is lo.
cated on the third floor of the
Armory.
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become irrelevant, and American I

prosperity could be infuriating
and incendiary to billions deI

Fight depersonalization
Both "Big Business" and "Big

Government" are a direct result
of technology, said Pres. Johnson,
but he believed they should be
even more responsive to individual needs rather than depersonalizing and depriving the individual
-of a meaningful sense of participation. This is the end toward
which technology must march, he
said. "...

. It does no good to

long for the old days, because
we cannot go back. We must find
standing on each other's shoulin broader applications of engineering, social science, and effective management." It is these
broader applications which he defined as the "New Technology."

FUK sets interview date
for potentiW members
Interviews for membership in
the Foreign Opportunities Committee will be held Sunday evening. Applicants should see Betty
Hendricks in the Inscoremm Office
(W20-401) for an interview time.
"G·RdBaa
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engineer findh
a good spot
with
Lnesan
JUnited Air
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One did,
Hgs name is George Keck. He came
to work for us as an industrial
engineer in 1946. Today, he's the
president.
Here's the real point: engineers at
United Air Lines are not an isolated
group of people, but a rapidly growing
group whose contributions are vital to
our programs.- Top management
watches those contributions with extreme care and rewards the people who
make them.
There's a growing need at United
Air Lines -for aeronautical, electrical,
electronic, mechanical and industrial
engineers. We need them to improve
designs of present aircraft and related
equiprment and to work with component manufacturers on the development of new equipment.
We want top talent-people who can
do the job with imagination and intelligence. If you've got it, you'll find a
good spot with United Air Lines.

UATED AIR

rscjiWe

Wsrte:

Can

j

ELINE'

For additional ihnformation, enclosing a resume, write to:

Mr. W. D. Ferguson, Employmenf M'anager.
Employment Office, ,United Air Lines
Kennedy International Airport, Hangar 8
Jamaica, New York 11430

.
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Brgkilne-Elmn ro-ufe heads
likely pafhs--f 0-rIn'ner Beelf
(Continulced from Page- 1)
Elm St. route, which cuts through
residential areas well to the north
of the Institute; the PortlandAlbany route, which agoes through
the light industry just north of
MIT; and the railroad route along
the right-of-way of the Boston &
Albany, which runs through the
campus.
The railroad route was recommended to the authorities involved by. a study which admitted
that the effects that building the
Belt on that route would have on
MIT, particularly the labs to the
north, were not taken into account. This proposal was effectively eliminated when technical
difficulties arose and MIT outlined the damage that would be
done to such facilities as the Instrumentation Lab.
Red tape

Since last year, the decision has
been passed from one group to
the next up the ladder of authority. The Cambridge Committee on
the Belt submitted the findings of
its consulting company to the
state Department of P u b 1 i c
Works. These-findings were com-

plemented by those of the DPW's
own consultants, w h i c h were
turned over to the DPW in early
March. The DPW in turn evaluated all relevant data and made
its recommendations to Governor
Volpe. He then determined the
State's final position and turned
the findings over to the US Bureau of Public Roads, which administers the funds for the interstate program.
More problems expected
Even assuming that the final
decision from Washington is forthcoming, the construction of the
Belt will still be far from smooth.
Continued opposition is expected
from citizens' groups no matter
which route is chosen. In addition,
it is not known what effects construction and heavy traffic on the
nearby Portland-Albany r o u t e.
might have on the delicate instruments in Institute labs on the
north side of the campus.
As though all the difficulties associated with the Inner Belt
weren't enough, the DPW quietly
revealed this fact not long ago:
numerous independent s t u d i e s
have indicated that by 1974 another Belt, located between the
Inner Belt and route 128, will be
absolutely necessary to provide
for the proper flow of traffic in
the metropolitan area.
I
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As many as 30,000 visitors are
expected to get an introduction to
the world of science and engineering when Mifr opens its doors
to the public during Open House
Saturday from noon to 5. The
Open House Committee, chaired
by Ed Seykota '6S, will attempt
to show visitors how- a large,
technically oriented university
works. The faculty chairman is
Professor Douglas P. Adams of
the Department of Mechanical
Engineering.
Student guides
Nearly two hundred student
guides will be on hand to answer
questions and conduct tours of
the MIT laboratories and research facilities. Over. two hun.
dred separate displays will be offered for public viewing by the
various departments. In addition
the annual State Science Fair is
being held at MIT this weekend,
so visitors to Open House will
also have a chance to see the
winning high school student science exhibits.
Art exhibitions open to the public will include a showing of the
contemporary
works of eight
sculptors, entitled "Miscellaneous
AMotions of Kinetic Sculpture,"
now in the Hayden Gallery. An
exhibition of several amateur
area photographers will continue
in the Armory until May 7.
Open House tours wrill include
several of MIT's newest buildings: the Center. for Materials
Science and Engineering, the Student Center, the Grover M. HersesrBwrsaaraaarr
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mann Building (which houses the
social sciences and management
research), and the Harold W.
Pierce Boathouse with its crew
and recreational facilities.
Activities :rd athletics
Extracurricular activities will
be presented through activities,
athletics and living groups. The
Student Center will become a
small activities midway as over
twenty recognized activities demonstrate their functions. Athletics
will include varsity sailing, for
the Owen Trophy, and varsity
baseball and lacrosse teams--will
be -seen in home games. The
Alumni Pool will be the scene of
water polo matches, exhibition
diving, and white water kayak
exhibitions while gymnasts and
fencers will demonstrate their
skill in the DuPont Athletic Center.
Demonstrations
Throughout the Institute, departments will dramatize their
research and educational programs with lectures, films, and
of course- demonstrations and exhibits. For example:
The Department of Chemical
Engineering will show an artificial kidney, and will use freezing
to desalinate water. The NASA
space flight films will be shown
by the Aeronautics and Astronautics Department, and a mockup of an Apollo capsule will
stand in the Lobby of Building 13.
Several demonstrations of strob-

-

TSE selects new Oficers
9omfmmg year
sum 0 I S a I %,,
Ralph Schmlitt '66. After deciding
to consolidate the positions of vice
the
president and treasurer,
toa
'68
Mazer
board chose Rick
fill the new position.
The new president said that he
will try to guide TSE, Inc., "in
a very' business-like manner,
maintaining the high standards of
honesty and integrity which characterized my predecessor's term
of office." He outlined TSE's goals
in the coming year as. "greater
service to the MIT community
t h r o u g h carefully measured
growth."
(Opposite garage in back of
Interviews for new agency manEast Campus)
agers and for executive assistants
"For that well groomed
to the president and treasurer
will be held in the near future.
look, go to Larry'9s"
I
Anyone interested in these positions should contact the TSE of(I Hour Free Parking)
fice at 95 Vassar Street (front of
Techmen for over 35 years
the\.Metropolitan Warehouse).
I
-.;~~~~~~~q

LARRY"$
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545 Tech Square
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you0si beer?
-We'd rather you wouldn't. Sipping is for wine. ft's the best
way to appreciate the delicate
taste of a fine vintage.
But not beer. Especially
not Budweiser. Bud® is a hearty drink
brewed with lots of character, and the
best way to enjoy it is to drink it. (Not
chug-a-lug... just good healthy beerdrinker's swallows.)
Give it a try. Open a Budweiser.and
pour it into a glass.. somack-dab down
lte Miiile to getna healtmy head of foam.
Now... take a big drink. No sips.
Good?, You bet. This is how beer
should taste. As we keep saying,
Budweiser is brewed with exclusive
Beechwood Ageing to give you a taste,
a smoothness and a drinkability you will
find in no other beer- at any price.
So pour your beer with a flourish.
Drink it with a flourish. (And maybe
a pretzel.)

Buaweisen
KING OF BEERS ^ ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. c ST. LOUIS
NEWARK * LOS ANGELES * TAMPA . HOUSTON
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oscopic light will be given by the
Department of Electrical Engineering, along with demonstra- 70
tions of Electron and Ion Optics
and Bioclectronics. The Computation center will be open, and
1
three-dimensional tic-tac-toe will E7
be demonstrated on the PDP-1 -<
Computer.
Towing tank tests
The Department of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
will conduct towing tank tests of
the yacht "Antiope," and will
have films on deep-diving submarines, deep sea rescue and re- 0)to0.
trieval techniques. "Oceanogra- CD
(D
phy: The Study of Four-Fifths of co
the Earth's Surface" will be presented as part of the Department
of Geology and Geophysics demonstrations. The nuclear reactor,
the cyclotron and the National
Magnet Laboratory will all receive visitors.
Bus rides
innovations to be
of
the
Some
tried by the Committee this year
include bus rides to the distant
Hermann and Sloan Buildings, a
program in a flip-top box, and
organized tours of the Institute.
Although Open House is ,aimed
primarily at people outside the
MIT community, the committee
feels that this is an excellent opportunity for students and faculty
to explore departments other than
their own, and welcomes the entire MIT community to attend
Open House '67.

The Board of Directors' of
Technology- Student Enterprises,
Iel., met in the Placement Office
qP
yesterday for the purpose of electing officers for the coming year.
Chairman Arthur Alexander announced that Nick Covatta '68 is
the new president, succeeding
*i I-I0
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The Social Service Committee. is
The SSC provides a fair degree of
][lo.
all
, more often than not considered some- fun, education, and some very lasting
o- thing other than a student activity. It and worthwhile experiences. Though we
Mhae Warn
appears linked with a notion of social may rightly set social service apart from
service which dates back to Hull House. other activities, we cannot separate it 45. Evidently, Professor Ar- ployed by the North Vietnam.
thur Mattfuck has taken his pre- ese on captured US flyers. Pro.
This is unfortunate and patently untrue from them.I
sentation of the "Big Screw fessor Charles P. Kindleberger
of an organization which is so definitely
Award" very much in stride. (Economics) aired his views on
> contributing to extracurricular life for
While students in his 18.02 lec- the gold drain further on in the
< the students-the fact that it goes far
t
11wtt
ture patiently awaited his ar- magazine. Institute Professor
beyond the confines of the Institute
L.
rival at 26-100 last week, Pro- Paul A. Samuelson (Economics)
should not be used to attach some stigma
fessor Mattuck waited in the was featured in a panel discus.
to it.
Though altruism plays a role, the VoI. LXXXYVII, No. 19 Apr. 21, 1967 wings of the lecture hall. His sion on the strength of the US
students were left fo ponder the dollar. MIT did pretty well in
people of the SSC are realists in every
Chairman ............................................
Guille
Cox
'68
four foot left-handed wooden the picture end also, with both
sense of the word. They are not looking Editor ..............................................
Mike Rodburg '68
w for a major transformation of society, or Managing Editors ............................ John Corwin '68 screw placed on the desk in Kindleberger and Samuelson
Tom Thomas '69 front of the class. Finally, he having photos in the magazine.
of even the people with whom they deal.
Business
Manager................................
Dan Green '68 announced over the mike:
They hope to improve, wherever and
48. With the spring weather
News Editor ...................................... Mark Bolotin '68
"Hello, this is the 'Big Screw.' hiding somewhere just around
whenever they can, the existing sur, Features Editor .......................... Michael
Warren '69
roundings.
Sports Editor ....................................... Tony Lima '69 Today we are 'going to do the corner, fhe. Physical Plant
Limited by constraints of time, man- Entertainment Editor ..................... Jack Donohue '69 triplille innnntegrallls!"
can expect increased calls from
power, and money the committee must Photography Editor............................ Bill Ingram '68
46. Who says that letters fo professors who want their win. I
consider where it can do the most the Advertising Editor ..........................Nick Covafta '68 The Tech accomplish nothing? dews cleaned. When the warm
most effectively and efficiently. They Editorial Consultants ...................... Gerry Banner '68 If you ramble through some of weather finally comes, Tech
have applied themselves well, meeting
Dave Kress '67, Mark McNamee '68 the early issues from this term, secretaries will begin the daily
with some failures, but also with a large
you -night come across a letter, lunchtime migration fo the
National Advertising Manager ........
Jack Swaim '68
degree of success.
written
by one Heroer J. F:ir- Great Court, to soak up the
Associate News Editors .............
Steve Carhart '70
Paul Johnston '70 ger '68, which was anything
For the community, the contributions
but sun. It's very hard to appreciate
Stan Kask '70
of the committee are obvious--they tu- Associate Sports Editors ............... George
Wood '70 complimentary toward the coed the finer points of the Great
Intramural Sports Editor ....... Joel Hemmelstein '70
tor, they aid hospitals, they provide rec- Associate
Photography Editor ...... Jeff Reynolds '69 cheerleaaers. We have been in- Court through dirty glass.
reation and guidance for many who Accounts Receivable ................... Pat Green. '69 formed that the situation has
49. '"Old UAP's never die,"
Editor.............. ............. Bob Cubert '68
otherwise might embark on a road of Copy
Treasurer ............
Mike Ginsberg '69 rapidly
improved,
especially
begins
a timeless adage, to
delinquency and beyond. They are con- Assistant Advertising Manager .........Regan Fay '70 with the appoinhtment of that
which we might add, "they live
.........................
John Kopolow '68
cerned for the community in which we Sports Staff Armen
Varteressian '6, Steve Weiner '69 same Mr. Finger as advisor to
on in the wastebaskets of the
Jorn Steele '67, Paul Baker '70
live.
Jeff Goodman '70, Jim Yankaskas '69 the cheerleading squad.
Inscoemn
Ofice. 'Past UAP's
Rich Rosen '70. Roger Dear '70
But what about the individual parnuck o'ttmnger i67,Hierb Finger '6
Larry Kelly '70, Bill Michels '70
47. The fan of Newsweek have apparently ordered more
Schbly
ticipant? Though there are elements of
Mike
-Mke
S
bly '70)
'70 magazine would have been hard stationery
than they were able
Second-class postage paid at Boston, Massachu- pressed to miss the veritable to use during their
pure unselfishness, most of those interm of of.
The Tech is published every Tuesday and Friday flood of MIT names in the April
volved are gaining for themselves an ap- sets.
ficee. On the scrap paper com.
during the college year, excoept durina college Vaca
,- . Ppreciation for and an education about the fHans, by Th. Taci, Room W20.4f83, MIT Student -- I issue. Professor Edgar H. monly found in the -Inscormm
84 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Massea- chein (Management) was inter- Office |ateey, is the hlighly im.
world around them. Every student who Center,
bhuseffs 2 139. Telephones: Area Code 617, 876- viewed with respect fo possible pressive letterhead of the 1965enters the home of a slum child, seeng 5855, and 864-6900 extension 2731. United States brainwashing techniques em
66 UAP, Bill Byrn.
subscriptiop rates: $4.25 for one year, $8.00 for
for the first time ."how the other half Mail
two years.
lives," cannot help but retain this knowFront page photo of the Student Center by Jeri
ledge for the rMt of his life.
Reynolds.
Im
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wMSU student elecied constable;

IProiect
Nine Cornell University students have been suspended by
the school's administration for
soliciting pledges for a draft card
burning that was to be held April
15. Cornell's Faculty Committee
on Student Conduct upheld the
administration's move and issued
a statement saying that it "rejects forcibly the proposition that
action in accordnrce with high
moral purpose justifies summary
violation of University rules without resort to available procedures." The administration's action in disciplining the students
had precipitated a student threat
to find 500 collegians willing to
destroy their draft cards at an
April 15 demonstration in New
York City. The students' campaign, begun early in March, included circulating the pledge at
several college campuses.
S

at Harvey Mudd Colle e
Freshmnen at Harvey -Mudd Col- front, then turn it around. There

lege have initiated a rather in- are two points of view. There's
teresting project: They plan to the doing, and the undoing."
design "a better brassiere." The
project, dreamed up by David
De Ford, was presented in the
form of a petition to the school's
engineering department. The petition was signed by eighty freshmen who realize the obvious importanee of the ammgnent. "It
could be approached like a
bridge," De "Pord said of the
problem. "There are stresses and
strains to be considered, and the
frequency of collapses."
Dick Salwitz, a warehouse manager of Maidenform, Inc., stated
that because of the many complex problems involved, any help
from Mudd will be appreciated.
"Sometimes it's pretty much hell
to get the thing fastened. Really
big women often fasten it in the

In the recent East Lansing City
Council elections, Thomas W.
Taylor, Jr., a student at Michigan State University, was elected city constable by eleven writ'ein votes. Taylor, actually a candidate for city councilman, won
the election marked by relatively
light student voting. If Taylor accepts the position, he will have
to post a $1,000 bond. His duties
will include serving warrants,
summonses, and other court papers.
Comedian Bop Hope was awarded an honorary doctorate degree
by Southern Methodist University
recently. Hope was honored for

his contributions toward the construction of part of the Owen
Fine Arts Center on the campus.
He gave $802,000 for the Bob
Hope Theater in the Fine Arts
Center. The comedian's gifts represent about one fifth of the
center.
Oops!
4,875 students of Ohio State University did not get their grade
cards during intersession because
the school ran out of postage
money. Francis D. Gardner, manager of operations, said the University's bulk postage fund ran
out of money before all grade
cards could be mailed. The cause
of the difficulty was that an undetermined number of students
received duplicate reports by mistake. The mistake was not discovered until 11,850 cards had
been mailed out, and by that
time sufficient postage had been
wasted to delay nearly 5,000
grade reports.
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North

Having placed East with those
cards, he next thought about
West's hand. There were only
J 102
nine high card points left which
6 K Q5 4
West
West
could have. -In view of his
4 mait
4 AJ10 8
93
takeout double, he was marked
v KJ'85 <4.
10 9 7 6 for at least the Ace of spades and
4 9
A Q 4 3 the K of hearts with length in
8 AQ43
4932
4~10 8 7 both suits. This meant that South
South
could never hope to make more
- -4 K54 2
than one spade trick. Therefore,
q Q
South had to try to win 4 dia* K 8765
monds, 4 clubs, 2 hearts, and 1
4 A J6
spade.
ofi
North-South Vulnerable
Now realfzing precisely what he
East
South West 1Prorth
had
to da, South played low from
Pass
1*
Double ERedouble
dummy.
As expected, East did
1
1
29
33*
not
have
the
K and the Q won the
Pass 4 4
Pass 55 s
trick.
South
led a low club to
Double Pass
Pass
I Pass
dummy and played the J of
Today's hand was played in a trumps which held
the trick.
recent duplicate game at the When West dropped the
9 on that
MIT Bridge Club. North-South trick, things began
looking brightpushed on to this over-optimistic
er for South. He continued with
game, because they desperately the 10 of trumps
which was taken
needed a good score to improve by East's Ace'. East then led
a
their game.
spade. West properly withheld his
Thought to entire hand
Ace letting dummy's Q win the
West led the 5 of hearts and be- trick.
Dummy's last trump was
fore playing a card from dummy,
led to South's 8 and the K then
South gave considerable thought drew East's
Q. Now South played
to the, entire hand, not just the
the Ace and then J of dubs, overfirst trick. He saw immediately
taking the second round in dunmthat he had to try to hold his
my. South had to hope for a 3losers to just the Aces of dia- club
break. When they did break
monds and spades if he were to
evenly, he was home. He dismake his contract. South's task, carded his
two low spades on the
then, was to figure out a distribufourth club and the Ace of hearts.
tion consistent with the bidding
He still had to lose one spade
which would allow him to loses trick, but his last trump was
the
only those two tricks.
4%Q 7 6
V A 32

Since East doubled 5 Diamonds,

game-going trick.

Luecky 'top'
South
Swas
very !cyto make
four trumps or a holding which
included both the AQ of trumps. the hand, and get the "top" they
But there is no way for South to had been shooting for. However,
lose only one trump trick if East only because he thought before he
has four trumps, unless they are played at the first trick, was he
precisely AQ43. In short, if South able to take advantage of the
were7 to succeed, he had to assume favorable distribution
of the
that East held the AQ.
cards.
he was likely to have at least
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en Tech students had not been
misused and brought about better
relations between students and
faculty. The President also expressed confidence in -the work
accomplished by Insconmmn in the
past months. The newly-formed
Student Committee on Environment has its work cut out for it
in - attempting to promote the
latest changes in campus atmosphere.
New type student
President Johnson was also en-

The immediate future will find
I moving ahead to new and
hptier horizons. This upcoming
period will' be marked by changes
in the physical as well as acadernic outlook nriot only in the
eyes of those associated with the
Institute but also with the milIT as the
lions who regard
school in our world of modern
technology.
Three are as of change
As described by President
Howard Johnson, these ramifications are occurring in three major areas: the physical plant and
buildings, the atmosphere surrounding the campus, and, most
important of all, the cunrriculum.
In this first division, it is
obvious that "dynamic" is certainly apropos in physically describing MIT. The Center for Advanced Engineering Studies, adjacent Building 7, is almost completed; McCormick is hopefully
readying its new wing for the upcoming academic year; Eastgate
Apartments and a new chemistry
building are under constructkm;
Vassar Street is the scene of the
almost completed center for
Space Research; and, finally, the
ground is soon to be broken for
the construction of McGregor
Dorm just west of Burion House.
We can look forward to realizing
the completion of all of these
projects in the next two years.
Campus atmosphere
Surprising to Tech students is
that more greenery, shade, and
an atmosphere of relaxation are
being incorporated into the formerly sterile campus. The Great
Court is cluttered with sunbathers now that the warm weather
is setting in. This aspect of innovating is perhaps the most significant, since a change in environment can certainly lead to
a more relaxed student attitude
toward studies.
The final area of change is, of
course, in the very heart of MiT,
its curriculum. Freshman humanities have been greatly expanded
so that today an incoming student
has a choice so varied that one
can't help but enjoy fulfilling his
first year humanities requirement. In addition, new courses
are continually being created in
such diverse fields as oceamnography. For further information, see
the article on page 8.
Student freedom
When asked about the large
amount of freedom given students at MIT, President Johnson
commented that the responsibility
exhibited by the student body assured him that this freedom giv-

0
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Like almost all colleges, MIT
has a student government. Unlike
all colleges, however, the system
is both powerful and efficient.
This system is divided into three
parts: living group government,
class governent, and the committee structure. All three are
joined into the Institute Committee, or Inscomm, the student governing body.
MIT is a residential college
with two thirds of the students in
dormitories and the rest in fraternidties; both have a, large
amount of control over themselves. 'Each of the dorms has
elected officers who work with
the dean's office and the Dormitory Council to determine policies
as parietal
regarding such rul]
houm
Interfraternity Conference
The fraternities, most of which
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Each UAP embarking on his
year in office tries to predict
what the year will hold and how
his energies and abilities may be
directed to make this next year
better than previous ones. Bob
Horvitz '68, is no exception. The
past year's Lnscmm focal point
has been one on the move to the
Student Center and reactions to
this move. The Class of '70 was
the first to enjoy a completed and
functioning Student Center; its
arrival has catalyzed a rapid
growth of student activities and
government.
Year of prteedert

In many ways, next year will

Student government
0

A

i

type of individual" rnow attending
MIT. In his opinion, the change
was primarily due to better high
school preparaion for college
life. The Institute is attempting
to assist all students by increasing amounts of financial aid as
well as taking an interest in each
individual student. "Each student
who is forced to drop out is considered a faculty defeat."

Yes, MIT is certainly moving
ahead. The startling innovations
now appearing clearly point
thusiastic about the potential toward a better life for graduabilities contained in the "new ates and undergraduates alike.
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are off-campus, have even more
autonomy. Each house has almost complete control over its
activities, ranging from care of
its physical plant to community
relations. An Interfraternity Conference provides the fraternities
with a forum to exchange ideas,
unite to purchase commodities at
a lower price, and establish controls over such activities as rushing for the benefit of the fraternity system as a whole. Closer
work between the Dormitory
Council and the IFC is planed
in the future to improve dormfraternity relations.
Clas government
Each class also has its own
system of government. The
Freshman Council, composed of
living group representatives, introduces the freshman to student
government through preparation
for Field, Day, sale of Beaver
Pins, and a feedback program
designed to obtain opinions about
the freshman courses. The upper
classes are governed by a president and an executive committee.
Their duties include supervision
of class rings, Junior Prom, and
certain concerts and dances.
Imncorm subcommittees
The third division is the committee structure, composed of
Inscomm subcomittee with a
wide range of tasks. The Fmance
Board and the Activities Council
regulate and finance over 80 activities with a budget that will approach $1.00,000 next year.
The activities structure, run by
the students, provides areas of
interest from the newspaper to
strategic games. Control of the

nscoinffn

be completely different. . . There
will be no great organizational or
physical changes as in the past.
Nevertheless, this is a critical
year, one of precedent. Horvitz
divided the objectives of this
year's Inscoem into four major
areas; acadenic, environment,
extra-curricula, and social.
Inscomm's academic g o a 1 s
have been stated in other areas
of this issue. Essentially, the Student Committee on Educational
Policy is continually seeking to
ease the pressure on the MIT
student.
The Student Committee on Environnment is concentrating on
creating an atmosphere on campus more indicative of the feelings of the majority of the student body. Students can now take
an active part in designing physical portions of their campus.
Extra-cuincular objectives
In the field of extra-curricular
activities, Finance Board is attempting to expand its budget
into the $100,000 range. Activities
Executive Board, Public Relations Committee, and Open House
Committee are all striving to
present a diversified area of activities in which any student can
find happiness and take advantage of this important aspect of
the education offered at MIT.
Finally, weekends and blasts
have become an integral part of
life at the Institute. Inscomm is
attempting to accurately incorporate these sodal events into the
school calendar and thereby provide sufficient opportunity for all
to enjoy themselves at campus
events.
TC meet the demands which
thiis year imposes, student government must be responsible and
imaginative. Those working bn
Inscomm committees this year
eminently reflect these characteristics. JP was bigger and better
than ever before. Spring Weekend is rapidly approaching. Plans
are under way for an intercollegiate conference in the spring
of 1968. Student-Inscomm, Inscomm-faculty, and student-faculty relations and commurnications
are improving tremendously.
Student government at MIT,
then, certainly plays an important role in the life of all Tech
students. The diversity of activities allows ample room for all to
find interest in at least one of
them. UAP HI-r--vitz urges all
tage of this extra-curiular aspect of education offered here at
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new Student Center lies in the
hands of the Student Center Committee. Other subcommittees concern themselves with such areas
as Freshman Orientation, the
MIT image with the public, and
disciplinary problems.
SCEP
In these times of student dissatisfaction with their lack of
contact with the academic policy
makers, the Student Committee
on Educational Policy (SCEP) is
a medium between the administration and faculty and the stuMIT.,
(Please turn to Page 8)
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Members of Execurive Committee
ui&de nscomm through this year
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The executive commitfee of Inscomm, from left: Dave Peferson '68, SCE chairman; Al Singer '68, AEB chairman; Bob Horvitz '68, UAP; Rick Karish '68, Fin Board chairman; Clyde Refttig
'68, Secretariat- chairman.
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New catmpus archifeciure
meets research demands
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In an effort to meet the continu- formn.
ally increasing demand for more
advanced research and instructional facilities from the nation
and its students, -MT has, in recent years, embarked on a program of expansion of unprecedent..ed .agJni...L.d. New research.
facilities and improvements to the
old are constantly under construction throughout the campus. Always striving to fulfill its goals of
service to industry and the nation,
MIT is expanding rapidly to retain its reputation as an institution
of higher learning that is unsurpassed in the world today.
Center of student affairs
During this period of growth,
nearly all departments have benefited in some way, shape or
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The Julius Stratton Build-

ing has become the center of
student affairs. The reading room
is in use 24 hours a day, allowing
many students to make their
home there. The Student Center
contains the Tech Coop, a pool
^U¶I.x, a

x.LUy,

L¥1 YVJ.

E.

aUG,

jrl.

shop, and public dining rooms. It
is the center of many student activities and student government.
There are various rooms for reading, TV, darkrooms, and lounges.
The Sala de Puerto Rico is the
scene of many social events during the year. -On the fourth floor,
several activities have offices in
which they make their headquarThe Kresge Auditorium and Memorial Chapel form an axis
ters.
for West Campus. The Auditorium seats over 1200, and has a
New buildings
rdof of radical design shaped like a spherical triangle, while the
The
Cecil
and Ida Green Buildchapel's pool and cylindrical form allow light inside the building.
ing is a prime example of the
new growth at MiT. The enormous height of the Green Building makes it the focal point of
the campus. Its twenty stories
house research facilities for the
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geosciences, oceanography, and
meteorology as well as class0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m
r gi tam
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.- u rooms for courses offered to all
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students.
On the East Campus are the
Hermiann Building and Eastgate.
I
The Hermann Building contains
iIthe Institute's Humanities facilii
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Y2S ties. See the picture on page 6 for
a good view of this new building.
------NJ,
flj2w Eastgate, the Married Student's
-q Housing, is nearly completed and
I , 11 , , '- ,, -Ilk,- will be ready for occupation next
C7i;?Y-Y=i=i;;;;rS;ij;=;;·
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year, thus releasing pressure put
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on facilities for housing due to a
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shortage of rooms.
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ning of this year. Located on the
Charles River, it contains all the
equipment necessary to keep the
The Hermann Building, in the East Campus', houses the Dewey Library of Economics and rowing teams in shape year
Management, and the offices of the Departments of Political Science and Economics. !ft is part of 'round. There is a distinct possi>i~ii~~f
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MIT stretches for a mile along
three blocks inland. The main buildiin
and Chapel, and the MIT Student
is Technology Square, a commercia4

Stu den Center
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"Dynamic" is the word to
the life in the Student Center; nt
remains the same from week ~t
in the building. One Friday night
cotheque mixer in the Sala, the4
mbay find a live coffeehouse goingi
4Cl
mezzanine lounge.
eactions influential [
This transient movement, W
is not the only type of change 4
in then Center. There is also a
appraisal of student reaction to
ious activities and their successor
ures lead to new experiments whi
closer to student needs and w_
Part of the reasons for this
the complex growing up around the Alfred P. Sloan School of Management. The Eastgate Tower,
change is that in many ways
(Please turn to page 7)
now being completed, 'which will provide 20 stories of housing, is also part of this complex.
dent Center is a visible sign of
MIT students live outside the cl
Together with the nearby athlef
ities, the chapel, Kresge Auditofi
Student Center serves as a plt
nearly every form of student
outside the classroom.
Since student life is quite dived
The fraternity system at MIT must be considered an integral
paTt of the educational experience to be gained at the Institute. The
also often misunderstood,
change is needed in order to :
accomplishments of the past year and the expectations for the next
demands as well as possible.
demonstrate the mature acceptance of responsibility which marks
goes on, the changes will become
MIT fraternities as a major influence in the growth of the individual.
The Interfraternity Conference not only accepts, but also demands
the Stadent Center, however, '4ll!
the responsibility to shape itself and its environment. Because of
ue to conform to the desires off
this, the IFC maintains a great degree of autonomy, without losing
dent.
the full support of the administration.
Many new problems
Since
the
building has only b
New England leadership
use
a
little
over
a year, some of them
The leadership of EIT fraternities in the New England area
lems
associated
space allotA
was demonstrated through its hosting of the New England SymposSimilar in design to the Vannevar Bush Building, the new still cropping up.with
The
majority ofs
ium on Fraternity Morality, which included such speakers as Dr. Computation Center is scheduled for completion this year. The
lems
existing
today,
however,
ae
James R. Killian, Chairman of the Corporation, and the Honorable building will allow the centralization of the Institute's computing
on
the
promotion
of
activities
and4
John Volpe, Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The facilities.
ment of future plans' for variotsymposium expressed one of the guiding philosophies of the MIT
---JPr.,z
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as fratrities attempt to i prove
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community: the individual must make his own choice, but in so
do-in he must assume the responsibility for respecting the rights
of others.
-Community responsibility
Moreover, the Interfraternity Conference has also demonstrated
its leadership to the community in which it lives-the annual IFC
blood drive gained much-needed blood for hospitals in the Boston
area, netting a near-record 300 pints this year. In addition, the IFC
has instituted ar community relations program to show that MIT
fraternity men intend to be responsible citizens.
This program has been carried out in a number of ways. At
a recent IFC meeting $2500 was presented to the Back Bay Planning
and Development Corporation to show the IFC's deep concern with
the long range planig and development proposals which this group
is concerned with. "Operation Clean-Up" was instituted by Back Bay
fraternities to enhance the physical appearance of their neighborhood, while the new Community Relations Committee of the IFC
has been instrumental in establishing NIT fraternities as a res-ponsible voice in the discussions and decisions of various cornmittees of
residents in the Back Bay.
4T-31
(Please turn to page 7)
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The Center for the Space Sciences, soon to be compie+ed, will house
projects, laboratories, and offices for personnel working on projects related
to astronautics. The building, partly financed by NASA, will be located
between the Gas Turbine Laboratory and the Computation Center.
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complex of buildings, lies dre!
Center. A pedestrian oveFr,
carry foot traffic safely anded
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eral programs to generate enthusiasm for the campus and find
ideas on how it can be changed.
a
m-`
There will be a contest for stu-dents to design a classroom.
Some offices in Building Seven
11-1,
c3will be remodeled along the lines
of the proposed design most acceptable to the judges. The Student Committee on Enviromnent
O~
will also put out a "Design Your
Lea
CD
Own Institute Kit," complete with
map of the Institute and crayons
for making any changes that- one
desires and tinks that have a
, ;ti "
possibility of being implemenlted.
Yes, there are two sides to the
MIT campus. Both are important
and help to comunterbalanLce the */X
·ZI,- "",·~~~~~~~~.
I
other. Try and see both sides beWith nineteen floors of precast concrete, the Green Building
fore making any decision on the is the tallest structure on campus. it is 'the home of the Earth Scibeauty of the MIT campus.
ences including the departments of Geophysics and Meteorology.

(Continued from Page 6)
bility that MITP's crews may improve solely.because of this new
facility.
There are many research facilities on campus. The High Voltage
Laboratory conducts r e s e arch
using high-energy x-rays in cancer therapy, and food sterilization
and preservation. The National
1Magnet Laboratory provides a
center for research of intense
magnetic fields, solid-state physics, and magnet technology. Work
has been started on the Center
for Space Research and the Advanced Engineering Study Center.
Mnother vew of campus
The buildings are only one aspect of the campus. Just walk
around in all the little nooks, between the buildings aind even in
the buildings. There are gardens
everywhere. Though small they
mark a strik/ng contrast with the
buildings. The silence and peaceful atmosphere allow one to escape the hurried activity and burdensome knlo-wledge of BIT for
a time. Many students spend happy between-class hours relaxing
in these peaceful areas.
Where are these places located?
Take a tour. Start behind the Stdent Center,
d thn? vit the
garden next to Vaxmevar Bush
Building. The Great Court and the
gardens by the Hayden Library
are next. From there stop at the
court by the Green Building. The
ant g
is h.ide the Alumni
ise
pool.
Something new
Soon members of the MIT community will be able to have a
MIT's West Campus includes the Julius Adams Stratton Student Center (foreground),
hand in remaking the physical
Kresge Auditorium (center) and the MIT Chapel (left). in the background, stretching along the
plant. The Student Committee on Charles as far as Westgate Tower, are some of the dorms: Burton and Baker Houses, McCormick
Environment is sponsoring sev- Hall (Women's residence), and four of MIT's 28 fraternities.
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Objects of reform inclede
rush week, pled getraining

Winter has its compensations; thoulgh life often seems as
gray as the February sky, the Big Sail takes on a new dimension
in the gently falling snow and offers visual relief for passing East
Campus residents.
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Tech oarsmen practice the entire year now that the Whitworth
Pierce Boathouse (right background) has opened. Varsity and Freshman
teams in Heavyweight and Lightweight divisions compete successfully with
teams throughout the country.

(Continued from Page 6)
Considerable work (suehi as rewriting the RuEsh Book) has gone
into making this coming year's Rush Week more worthwhile for
all those who attend, and a record turnout is expected. This year
the PRush Commnittee is hoping to inform more foreign students
about Rush Week so that they will be encouraged to attend. Thus,
they too will be able to take advantage of the opportunities and
experiences afforded all who attend. As a result, Rush Committee
expects 23ush Week to play an important part in freshmen orientation.
When asked about the new emphasis on pledge training, Tom
Neal '68, chairman of -e IFC, replied: "We are attempting to rn
an integrated analysis and reevaluation of the goals and objectives
of pledge training.-This is being done through a series of meetings
of the Executive Committee with house presidents, pledge trainers,
and all other interested parties. As a result, next year's pledge training is expected to be a meaningful, worthwhile program from the
viewpoint of both the fraternities and the pledges themselves."
As part of the l'uc;s continuing program empinai' a g dei
c
achievement (among pledges, as well as active brothers), Tom
added that "the IFC's Institute-supported, increasingly successful,
resident tutor program attracted a number of graduate students to
live in fraternties to help guide the undergraduate's scholastic
ac'hievemernt."
1aue of system
It cam be seen that the IFC has been changing to fulfill a major
role in the education and, growth of the inLdividual. The trae value
of the fraternity system applies not only to the men in the fratemrnities, but also to the MIT community itself, as well as the residential
community in which the fraternities live.
It must be remembered, though, that the real value of the fraternrty system is not as tffangible as, a bleod drive or an "Operation
Clean-Up." As former President Julius A. Stratton has said, "the
greater values which the (fraternity) system brings into the life of
the school are not material; they arise from the enhancement of
soeial, cultural, and intellectual growth which a notable number
of men derive from the life of a fraterity."
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Ad~~missions has-,double- ask
ore

One of the most important and
Innost difficult tasks of any' group
c- within the Institute is timt of the
- Office of Admissions. Located in
10, this office is charged
a Building
.
with the selection of MIT's future
student population.
To those outside, the admission
-u_

procedure appears as a mass of

forms and an uncertain period
of waiting, climaxed by a deciI sion on the part of MIT. Needless
II to say, this proeedure is much

I
ILU more involved than it appears on
Ir

the surface. It is necessary to
the Institute and students alike
in order that both obtain maximum advantage of each other.
Basic responsibilities
The Admissions Office has two
major responsibilities. First, it
must make the environment and
facilities of MIT distinctly attractive to the superior student. In
this capacity, the office must
function both as a public relations
group and a liaison between MIT
and success-bound high school
students. The importance of this
activity has increased recently as
the competition among major colleges for top students has become
more keen.
Secondly, the Admissions Office
must decide who wvi. be allowed
entrance into MiT. This task is
of unparalled importance not only
to the prospective student, but to
the Institute -as well. .The con-

tinued scholastic and creative
superiority of MIT ultimately depends upon a superior student
body. Without effective admission
procedure, neither of these two
objectives could be carried out.
Prospective 'admlftees
What does MIT look for in a
student when he applies for admission? In the words of the Admissions Office: "In selecting students for adnission to MIT we
are guided by two broad objectives. 1) We want to be sure that
each student has the qualifications
and ability to do the academic
work here. We are, first, an academic institution, and we seek
students who have both the ability
and the desire to carry on rigorous and challenging courses of
study. We are well aware that
everybody loses if the student
fails; hence, we try to keep academic casualties to a minimum.
2) We seek a group of young men
and women of whom we will be
proud. We expect that each will
contribute something of interest
to the life of the MIT community;
and we sincerely hope that each
will become a successful alumnus
in both the professional and community sense. As a residential
institution polarized around science we are dedicated to the education in the broadest sense, not
merely to academic or professional training. Such a general.
educational- process depends heav0

0
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ily on student relationships.
Process of, sdeltlon
- -nese

to develop a selective process
which involves three major aspects: 1) prediction of academic
achievement, 2) evaluation of
general personal qualifications,
and 3) recoanition of truly outstanding interests, activities, or
achievements. We, recognize no
way of assigning weights to these
factors; low values for either of
the first two will usually preclude
admission, while an extremely
high value for any one will not
guarantee admission."
Expected achievement
Prediction of academic achievement is based upon the applicants
'high school record, college board
results, and recommendations of
alumni, teachers, and -other persons with whom -the applicant has
had extensive contact. Although
no exact importance is placed
upon each. of these factors, a generally high quality of academic
promise is required. Personal
Rating is a purely. subjective
process where each applicant is
reviewed by members of both the
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The athletic program at MIT varsity team. There is a crew
has always been an important club for graduate students, and
rugby, cricket, judo, cycling,
part of Institute life. Former MUTL
and weightlifting
President J. A. Stratton called g
the system "an integral part of
the whole of -the Institute's extra- give MIT athletics a variety
curricular activities which are which few others can match.'
designed to help students grow in
Competition between teams
essential personal qualities of from all 28 fraternities and the
SOI
ewIIVA1; five dorms is rugged as they vie
sp;Olrit iIn
C-aiac'ILtEr.
in the -thirty physical education for the intramural championship.
classes, twelve club sports .andIntramurals last throughout the
nineteen intercollegiate teams is year from: football and wrestling
a place for every undergraduate in the fall through basketball,
aid graduate, male or female. hockey, and bowling'in the winWith activities ranging from touch ter to softball, volleyball, and
football, basketball, and lacrosse track in the spring.
to scuba diving, skiing, and
Women's athletics
archery, the physical education
Despite the relatively small
classes give the Tech student a number of women students, there
chance to learn skills useful in are several -outlets for their athintercollegiate and inramural letic prowess. There are basketathletics.
ball and mixed volleyball dubs,
Club sports
and the cheerleaders channel
The. club sports provide oppor- spirit during basketball games.
tunities for students ineligible for In addition, there are three interintercollegiate play or interested collegiate sports: fencing, crew,
in sports for which there is no and the sailing team, which has
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"Ideally, each student will brim.!:
faculty and Admissions' staff.
to
the campus some skill, inter.
have
bequalities
Outstanding
come more important in recent est, or characteristic that w:1
strengthen one or more of the f
years as the role of technology community -activities, whether it
has been re-defined. Again in the be in the field of sports, rnusi,
words of the Admissions Office: publications, service actiiies
"In common with most colleges, hobbies, creative endeavors, or
we seek a well-rounded class, and-even something basically new and
different. We seek students of th:~
in common with many, we rec- sort to enrich our campus life be.
ognize that this does -not mean a cause we believe that these are
class

necessarily

composed

of the

individuals

who

are rn1l!

likely to contribute greatly to0
rounded individuals.
Rather, it means a group of their professions, communities,
academically able students, eachand societies in later life.:
of whom has some real contribuour third step after i
fiento
akein naom-"Hence
aearnus
campus comtion to' make
munity. We do not ask that the having established the Scholastic
individual himself conform to any Index and Personal Rating-is to
preconceived notion of balance, look for outstanding character.
versatility, or well-roundedness; istics. These three evaluatior
but we do hope that he will have
some attributes well enough de- form the basis for a fial judg.
veloped to make him interesting- ment decision by admissions per.
sonnel working as a group."
even exciting.
-

changes introduced'I

Although it is undoubtedly true major roles in bringing forth curthat the raw talent of students en- ricular changes to benefit the stutering MIT is extremely high, -deent.
Student's role
MIT's standing in, the academic
Given the opportunity to impleworld would have fallen, if this
talent were not developeci. ioth
student and faculty have played ment changes in the present aca-

ing period with a day of exams,
Non-required labs may soon accompany freshman chemistry and
physics courses.
Other suggestions call for pass
fail courses in the sophomore and
junior years or changing the
freshman year to pass-fail. More
opportunities for i n d e p e ndent
study may be available through
more seminars for upperelass
men. An unspecified degree mry
be offered in the near future,
Goals of education
The possibility of such ideas being put into effect depereQ on
faculty. and administrative interpretation of the goal of our edu.
cational system. Mike Telson '67,
past chairman of SCEP, says
"They (faculty. refuse to bound
the definition of education." In a
very real sense all extracurricular activities, sports, and even
the living groups are .part of te:
educational system. There is
more stress on the individual developing a course of study to fit
his goals, rather than fitting peo
ple into course requirements.
Greater scientific knowledge ae·
companied by MIT's diversifica'
tion has resulted in a broadening
of the undergraduate courses. The
student is no longer trained to be
a technician, but a thinker.
All this is preparation for the
Tech student so that he may be
qualified to take a position 0O
authority and lead the world.

this responsibility well. In the
past few years the Student Committee on Educational Policy
(SCEP) accomplished m a n y
changes. A new freshman quiz
schedule---.- was begun with the
been New England champion for Class of '69. This year, two new
two years.
freshman humanities o p t i o n s,
ITech now wlhmimg
In recent years a new dimen- 21.O1S and 21.01X, were introsion has been addedt to MIT duced. An advisory- program was
sports. Tech varsity and fresh- established for pre-med students.
man, teams are no longer the Seniors now have an option of
patsies of New England; -they are taking one pass-fail course.
Teachers' role
beginring to win. For many years
MIT sports followed the tradition
The faculty also is continually
of the football teams of the early
SCEP has
revising the courses.
coures
lost
-twelve
games
to
resgte
1900's which
Harvard by a combined score of prepared questionnaires on instructor improvement, subject
556-1 .(T's-were one point during content, and laboratory evaluathe first few games of the series).. tion, which many teachers pass
In 1936,. ,the overall record was out to their students. Hopefully,
25-75; in 1956, it was 47-89. Then the results will be applied to
last year the fine-coaching staff make these courses more meanand facilities, plus a new breed .
of Techrnan who had the dedicaChanges next year
tion to stick with a sport, began
The freshman chemistry course
to get results. The overall record
improved to 108-133. This year (5.01) is being completely remodhas been a good one, and MIT eled. For example, there. will, no
has a chance to .have its frst longer be a required lab. The
winning record in many years, course will cover reaction kinetics
all despite the fact that MIT does:: and nuclear chemistry instead of
thermodynamics and equilibrium.
not recruit.
Varsity basketball excellent
rtment' is m
,heT Phyincs De~a
$nea
Idvicrnf
m'
others..In,
ropic-"ing
unA
be
emimpm
seeimi
to
The winter sports
the key to the overall success. These changes are partly to inThe basketball team was 194 'and crease-the flexibility in the choice
";d fromI
reqire for-a..d . . (C
was named Eastern Collegiate
both as a means of'
dent
body,
maenable
physics
Athletic Conference Small College and partly to
in the
improvements
suggesting
to
take
more
electives.
a
losjors
Team of the Year. Despite
advi5
and
of
program
academic
more
electives.
to
take
ing record against the finest in jors
PM
on
ent ~f Man- ing the administration
the country, the squash team was Course XV (Dep
posed
changes.
of
reranked tenth nationally. All for- agement).is in the process
Inscomm
mer varsity records fell as the organizing its undergraduate proswimmers had a fine season. Led gThe
dorm. pr. .sn..:,
three
~
ram.'7
h
~ ~ nceet
by
ScDave
representatives, 'the class PresProgramis being examined
by Dave Schranm '67, undefeated in two years, the wrestling
sdents,
the president of the Ath- i;:
the chairmanof
programs letic Association,
There are several
A
team was 8-2, and.the freshmen
were New England champions. which are now under discussion. the'Activities Council, and the
is being Undergraduate Association Pros!'
was At present an find
Ergland champ
Another New
if a lengthened
to, experiment
Anoter Nw
E~,glnd hampwasconducted
advise, dent constitute Insconn. ThI
would
eriod
be
p
basereadug
With
the
team.
the fencing
per
would be ad-collection of student leaders froDm
romisball and lacrose teams p
re a
teestilo
abe period
Tolett thisthisterm
ing winning. seasons, and the sailhs many
aidareasstt d
-dareas iecontrols
will be
t esi-ing
student life. Ths varied stsu
ing team already in possssion of
with
tse Geiger Cup, MIT seems well week long instead of just three
on its way to establishing a tra- days. Another possibility would al- invaluable experience in positflns.
ternate one or two days of read- of responsibility and leadership.
dition of excellence in athletics.
-

Another-few strokes to the Harvard bridge and three quarters of a mile to the finish line. Only the coxswain sees the finish
as the tired oarsmen fight fo lengthen their lead.
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%*Cambridgme boys Mr0fivaled
by weekly)Science Camp

ssc-dedicaed[ to:

" of a revoluton
BywMcbm

r"
-n

' . ug

The MIT. Science Camp is an boy, the leader tried to become
experiment in education that has part of the boy's farotly. He
developed through the efforts of learned the cause of the boy's
students and faculty' members;
What started as a sunma-er pr'~ insecurity first hand. He tried to
gram has continued through the get the parents involved, and gen-'
year on Saturdays and
ded erally the leaders succeeded.
in size under the direction of Dr.
Classe held
Warren Brody.'
In order to deal with the lack
ltudent Director Rich Adel- of motivation, classes were held
Ellen Fleischnick '70Soecretarystein 68 xplained the pUrse with professors'who volunteered
thXe MUSocial SerIce Con-.
and structure of the program. In their time and effort. These covmifttee, observed this scene and
the summer of 19,
Professor ered such fields as biology, physdecided to look into the probKevin Lynch's Faculty Relations ics, logic, and sociology. The prolem further.' As in most inCommittee and the Students' So- fessors themselves were "cool."
~stncs, she found that the Car- |
cial
Service Committee saw a The spirit with which they taught
.did Cushing Center for Spanneed
to aid boys in Cambridge. impressed the boys. The image
talented
students
toward
time
left
for
actual
grass
roots
~?~ish-pealdg People, which was direting 1
Area 4 in Cambridge is classified of intellectuals being umasculine
I
work, but the constitution re~'--tr~ to help, was woefully un-cllege.
as middle lower class with a me- was broken down by the profesore
than
ttoring
No
in fact, an entire proquires it ecen of an officer. dian family income of $3300 per sors as well as the gToup leaders.
or
is
more
than
a
moere
The tuto
Wam for 150 Puerto Rican cdThe SSC is not on the activi- year. The average size is 5.6
Initially, the program develd%'~'of an ages was run by two instructor.. He tries to gain fthe
people per family.
oped enough enthusiasm among
part, time
seminariarns - not one confdence and trust of his tutee, ties council.. One reason, explainthe boys so that it could continue
Faiherless homes
porfesionL -as well aas acceptace into the ed Straus, i that people believed
le is very often a big- we were just a fad, "-but we have
through the school year on SaturTwo
main
problems
faced
the
R~at~-bltten child
home. Hs
ho provides an example
days. The original size of 32 boys
t he parents in the area wTh
others wywe decent world, often a lot of reasons for being; we're Science Camp. One vas the large in the eighth grade was increased
~)athey oad distlyl; one cbed
ia mowchance. for contact with not a fad and we'll be around for families, many fatherless. The
second was economic hardships to 70 in the 8th and 9th grades
fresom a rat biste for sx the only morld. The tutors-have a long while."
which had adverse effets on the last summer. 85 in the 8th, 9th,
lweeks before the parents wold sueh a wwn to try to get the
Isitute support strong
sons because may .had no mod- and 10th grades are expected this
coi'ent to see a docton.
aften bee nCkb:D assume a greater inMIr has stood behind the com- els to use as ideals.. Too often, a
the childrenr do not attend school er
i ttheir child's -fure.
Federal funds
and learn no English.
The bSCC is in charge of tEs mittee all the way. The Institute boy would use the first convenient
substitute
without
discretion.
The
The program had been supportr the Social Service Committee oeitd
though almost half of has demonstrated through the
Wis looking into the
O~blt
f program,; utors come from such Committee on Community Servi- broken, disturbed homes were the ed by grants from the Division of
main source of problems.
getffn sSpansh speakLng studlents Schoos ass Harvard, Boston UniSponsored Research (DSR). At
ces
a
consideration
of
its
environs
.The second problem was the present, however, the federal govEto help out in the area. TIhough versit, arnd others.
at the highest level. President lack
of
motivation to do well in ernent, 'acfng through the office
thymodestly plan to begin withe
Other projects
school.
It was "cool" to flunk of Economic Opportunity, pro-onyfive students, it is nonetheJohnson
has
emphasized
the
inr
,utoring projects which
les21/2 times the current aid.
the SSC hhandles includes one -in portance of this commitment to courses or leave school. Students vides 65% of the necessary funds.
E hs is just one examnple of the the Camnbiridge Community Cen- the community on many oc- with good grades were considered The remaining 35% is obtained
_nn~_asc.uline and were consequent- fom private donations ard charikilnd off act^iviie whicb. concertr -e which is paid for wvti funds
casions.
ly persecuted. There were high ties. The program operates on a
Ethe SSC. Surprisingly, however, donated to,
T for its dispersal.
A
sIal
eduaon
dropout rates.
budget of $108,000.
whnspeakin with the officers The RoXb .,y,Auth-metic program
But
beyond
this,
there
is
perIn
the
first
summer,
32
boys
led
its
capacity
under
I of the commarttee, one is instant- has doubl(
The program itself has met
sonal educafion for., O..hs...h_ get were chosen to take part in the with miany successes and failures.
I
out into the depressed areas. pi~/ram. They were -chosen on Student leaders and professors
the basis of poor success in school
"MIT is an intellectual chastity but having potential for college. readily volunteered to put. in much
time and effor. MIT supposed
belt, after a while a
guycan They were divided into groups of
the program by lending facilities,
see a kid running around and for-- 4 or 5 headed by a group leader. such as lab space and materials.
9
get what they are," says Straus.
L-widents of bad -havior were
A /ather- image
Students, often times, visit an The group leaders were MIT met with as fair a reaction as
I
~~
environment he might otherwise undergraduates, mny athletic, possible. Even President Howard
have only read about. He learn-s who tried to combat the boys' Johnson thought the program so
ly aware that they are not starry- the leadership of grad student
'eyed idealists; theirs is a realistic Bob-Walker. This program has about people in another world, first problem-their lack of a worthwhile, that he spoke .at a
,approach to the community and an added difficulty in that each and broadens his own outlook as model. The leaders' daily jobs graduation ceremony Saturday
were to organize lab experiments, morning at 10 am.
its problems. Just recently the tutor is given 2 or 3 students who a result.
committee has shifted its pub- may be at very different levels This idnd of an education often athletic competition, and in genImprovement in school
shocks the idealist out of his eral help the boys with everyday
:licity campaign away from one of achievement and ability.
The boys themselves have in
saying, "You can make the difThe St. Joseph's tutoring proj- ivory tower - the promising tu- problem.s.- In the long range, the general shown improvement. 74%
.ference." This was just too rosy ect in Roxbury has met with a tee on Monday is in jail on Fri- group leaders tried to become the are doing better in school while
boys' "father, big brother, friend, offly 3% are doing worse. Thase
~and unrealistic, said SSC presi- typical problem, a large amount day.
~dent Steve Straus '68, "some you of parent apathy. ,
When asked what a student teacher, and disciplirnmian," as from broken homes have greatly
-just see no hope for - what-we
orn his efforts, Adelstein -. pdained.
The General Hospital program. does receive
improved. They are generally
,are trying for is a little improve- in Boston has provided many Rich Adelstein '68 responded sueIn developing this personal re- happy and not bored. More im~ment."
lationship between leader 'and ]portant, the boys have much staworkers who contribute a wide cinctly, "He grows up."
variety of labor, from menial
Moe control, coordiaafion
ture in their relations with the
( Under the leadership of former cleaning tasks to X-ray techniother boys in the community.
',president Bob Ferrara '67 and cians, to physical therapists. The
Most of the boys were of avercontinuing with Straus, the com- Mental Hospital program has stu;
age intelligence.. One boy, how'mittee has Aloved a long way dents visiting with patients in the
ever, doing poorly in school had
ftom its origh
role of placing institution. Often they are chronan I.Q. of 165. In his family of
Einterested students in 'already ic cases who would otherwise
nine, three brothers were in prisestablished projects toward one of never have a visitor.
on and he had no father. He has
~coordinating and planing its 0wr
$200,0B0 each year
greatly improved finugh the Sci,Prgrams.
Overall the SSC works with beence Camp activities. His main
Of the eight or nine projects tween $LTO,0W and $,000 a
O
problem now is a lack of knowl"eurrentlyunder way, none has year. Its principle area of conedge, although he is intelligent
ibeen as enthusiastically received centration has been area 4, that
and motivated.
~by parents, children, faculty, and secton of Cambridge directly beFavorable reaction
gstudents as the Science Day
·
hind the Institute.
rCamp.
Cambridge
has reacted favorThe committee is stll growably to the program. The schools
j Tutoring Plus, a $65,000 endeav- ing one, in its three years it has
and parents appreciate the inter~or, involves some 200 neighbor- seen a tremendous increase in
est and- results. The group lead,o0d youths in its elementtary the number of participams and
are W...
1
M
1 *
11
__
tutoring program and the the complexityFof its projects.
as a result of the legwork and
4high school version known as This has led to a need for stuhours they have devoted to the
~CE'UET (Contract for Encore
dents willing to organize and diagement of Fuler Utilization of rect the operaons. Often times
boys. The leaders have found the
Educational Talents - pronoun. the volunteers are only interested
program rewarding and. satisfyEe'd SeaWt). 'Me VEF=U
pro- in working in the areas, not wiling.
gram is fnaned by the govern- ling to shoulder the burden of
The hope oi the program is to
rflent on a cos-reimbursement perhaps a $50,000 project. Accorddevelop. educational motivation
ibasis with a sponsoring corpora- ing, to Straus, "we are tying up
through the examples set by the
Eon. This means tht a corpora- .the organizational ends." The
group leaders and professors.
EiDn pays the bills as they occur project leaders are
leaming and
With the aid of continued tutor'nd is repaid by the government. growing with the organization.
ing, some of the boys should be
'he2 comttee is no
inottg
- Members of the comittee often
able to go to college and many
'for a neW sponsor. The entire work directly with the community
should graduate high school. The
Tutoring Plus Operaton h
leaders, the parents, the politiVI1T Science Canmp bas a chance
aachieved notable succes; in cians, the government, and the
lo accomplish many deeds in the
Mcla C-EFUET is aimed at faculty. He may find he has little
uture.
i When a Puerto .Rc
caidn
robuth Boston was taken
il
-.-^
2eewere no doctor ozr n3urses /at the hospital who spoke Span- ':"
i. - none of the family M.
,:...,>.!
socml
glish. A
~v01vespoke
E/~0rker had tO be called m t o :
~act as interpretor for the frightEened family.
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By Ray Hagstrom
The usual college concert pre-,
sents mixed aspects. At the MIT
Symphony Orchestra concert last
Sunday, unfortunately, the bad
aspects predominated.

The program itself was well
chosen, given variety and depth.
It consisted of Bach's Brandenburg Concerto, dances from 'Don
Quixote' by Robert Gehrhard, and
U
ul the Fourth Symphony of Dvorak.
The Brandenburg Concerto, the
most important work on the program, received the worst rendiL
tion. The two flute 'soloists turned
LL
LLI
in acceptable performances, but
LIJ the solo violin was weak in many
a- places. Whenever technical difficulties arose, the dynamic level
and confidence of, the violin performance fell. At points during
the faster parts of the solo, the
violin was almost inaudible, while
the flutes were still distinct. The
accompaniment on this piece was
lacking clarity, particularly, in
the violin section.
For the Gehrhard piece, the
wind section was brought in and
the string sections were brought
to full strength. This addition,
however, lowered the quality of
the rendition. Many times there
seemed to be confusion as to interpretation and even timing. In
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Dramashop will present its major spring producton, Maxim
Gorki's "'The Lower Depths" at
the Little Theatre, Kresge' Auditorium, Thursday through Satzrday, and Friday and Saturday,
May 5 and 6, at 8:30 p.m.
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Photo by Mike Brod

The MIT Symphony Orchestra in their performance last Sunday. Violin section pictured during performance of Dvorak's Symphony No. 4. Also on the program were selections by Bach and
Gehrhard.
In general, the technical asall, it appeared that the orchestra did not understand the musical import of the phrases they
were playing.
The Fourth Symphony of Dvorak was certainly the highpoint
of the evening. Here the orchestra was becoming a unit. Mr. Ehstein .was able to marshal them
to his own interpretation of the
piece. Still there were difficulties.

on 'ech ni

Workshop

Collegiaes to ex ibit warksWVellesley Film Fes ¥v l
be discussed by Stewart Cody, of
nter Center,
Harvard's
while Mrs. Elocdie Osborne will
speak on "Film- Aesthetics." At
2:30, there will be two workshops
presented by the student filmmakers themselves, "America!
You're Messin' My Mind" by
and "The
Ed Chirico' (CNY)
Bridge" by Thomas Berman
(Michigan). At 4 pm, Stan, Vanwill give a lecture and
derbeek
The weekend will -be initiated
of his own work.
demonstration
tonight when eleven of the next
runners-up will be shown. TomorAdmission is $1 (Sat. Eve.),
row will be full of events, start- 50c (tonight), 50c (Vanderbeek
ing with a showing from 10 am lecture), all other events free.
to 1 pm of si more student films
in the competition deemed worthy
and secluded 100 acre
of audience. Among these will be Beautiful
winterized home and farm in
-the MIT entry, "Le Demai-r de Nobleboro, Maine. On lake near
coast for rent during June, July
Delta," by Geard Courtieux.
and August. Six bedrooms, four
Two workshops will fill the
early afternoon. At 1 pm, "Sound
Techniques in Film-making" will

bathroornms, electric kitchen, utilities and boat provided.

Apply Dr. E. Haselkl Scel, Jr.
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pects of the performance were
not good enough for the director's
interpretation to show through.
Nevertheless, there were several
good points particularly the flute
solos in the Brandenburg Concerto, the general performance
of the low strings (especially the
cellos), and -the performances of
several of the woodwind players.
These features were not significant enough o offset the mistakes.

The winners of the college filmmaker competition conducted at
Wellesley College have been
The two prize-wnnimng
nmw-oc
films, chosen from a field of seventy-five student films, will be
shown tomorrow night at 8:15 pm
as the focal point of the Wellesley
Film Festival. Also shown Saturday will- be seven films chosen to
receive honorable mention.

~ow

layfig Saeti.e,

tine Stanislavski

Widely acclaimed at its prerniem,
"The Lower Depths" remainm a
favorite in the' Moscow At
Theatre's repertory to the pres
- "The Lower Depths," to be di- ent day.
All tickets to "The Lower
'rected by Professor Joseph D.
Everingham, is set in a flop- -depths" are $1.50, and resrva.
Rus- tions may .be made by cair
house in 're--Revolutionary
sia, and is historically significant x2910.
as the first proletarian or "pro==ra~l~Drs~~
test" drama. It was written while
RACKETS RESTR
Gorki was in exile because of his
One-Day Service
dangerous political reputation.
Playwright Anton Chekov, a close
II
67A Mt. Auburn St., CambfIdd
friend of Gorki, encouraged the
(OPp. Lowel Houe)
writing of the play and was inTR 6-5417
_i
strumental in arranging the
pnanraraaaoeh·rsraraawk9

`C'"03·1

"";;· -'·;

premiere production at the Mos.
cow Art Theatre in 1902 with
famous actor-direector Constar
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Carrier on drums.

Rgt honoranes
wIneering
hld social for ple ges
The Lobdell Dining Room of the
Student Center will be the scene
of the Eta Kappa Nu (Electrical
Engineering Honorary) and Tau
Beta Pi (Engineering Honorary)
` Pledge Social tonight. It will
commence at 8 pm, and all members and their dates are welcome.
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'Odd Couple' affords o+fle amusemen+

appear ofAs sembly Bll
The 33rd A n n u a Fr-anciS
xiasa Walker Assembly Ball,
oiown as the most elegant soT al event on campus, was presented last Friday evening by the
Walker Student Staff:- The AsKw, sembly was attended by nearly
200 couples. Among them were
the guests of honor, who included
President and Mrs. Johnson, and
many other well-known members
"I of the faculty and administration,
v
several alumni, some of whom
traveled a considerable distance
to be present, and students both
on and off the staff.
The ball featured dancing to
the music of Don Russell and his
orchestra, the grand promenade
i at midnight, and entertainment
presentations at intervals through
the evening. First came a jazz
tio wvith Prof. Roy Lamson on
W
clarinet, Professor Warren Rohsenow on piano, and Mr. Guilford

scn

eatret

nn

Later, the buffet, decorated in
the style of 'Alice Through the
Looking Glass,' was interrupted
by a Mad Tea Party. The night's
concluded
was
entertainment
with three solos by Miss Ruth
Harcovitz, 'Ah! Je Veux Viure,'
'Sunrise, Sse' and 'The Poor
People of Paris.'

By Jeff, Satinover
It was a very funny show,
sort of, sometimes. You'd be
hard pressed to find any "wit",
in the show, but if you get right
down to the nitty-gritty, keep
your mind in low gear, and
don't think too hard, you probably can turn "The Odd Couple"
into -a pleasant sort of comedy.

G]!ber+ & Sullivan Society

per{orms 'The Mikado"

Bob Landley '67 plays the role
of Nanky Poe, with Bob Gaston
'70 as Pishtush, arnd the husband
and wife team of Herb and Jacqueline Meily as Poobah and
Katisha, Brian GC-licksfield, an
instructor at Harvard, is the
Mikado.
Tickets may be obtained by
calling x2910.

Fantasy in an oriental vein will
be the theme of the Gilbert and
Sullivan Society's "The Mikado,"
to be presented tonight and tomorrow night at 8:30 pm in
Kresge Auditorium.
A special children's performance will be presented tomorrow
at 2:30 in connection with Open
House, which ks expected to attract some 30,000 visitors. Children under 12 accompanied by
parent or teacher will be admitted free and high school students
will be admitted for 50c.
Special stage and costume effects, under the direction of Ron
Mallis,' will highlights the Society's original interpretation. The
chorus of twenty-four is being directed by Renry Heines, a course
VI senior, and Stephen Weinberg,
a course VIII sophomore, -is musical director.

I:

It must be said that both "Lone-. ny second act to demonshtate
some" George Gobel, as Felix how they come apart.
'11
Ungar, and Phil Foster, as Oscar
Plot offers no surprise
o
Madison fill their roles to the
It is said (by whom only Eng- 0
brim. However, they weren't
lish professors know) that survery deep roles.
prise is the major element of >
Bachelor apartment
Neil Simon, who wrote the humor. There is, alas, very little
play, has a rather cute idea: unexpected about the sequence ra
Oscar Madison is divorced from of events which develop. As
must
part
comic
play's
the
result,
his wife; being the most unholy
sight 0slob you've ever seen, his wife rest on individual lines and
and
Foster
both
which
of
gags,
can't stand living with him.
expresThe
masters.
are
Gobel
Felix Ulngar, Oscar's best friend,
is in the process of being di- sions on Phil's face are fascinvorced by his wife, because he ating enough to hold your atten- InCD
-Q
ci
is the most holy, impeccable tidy- tion when it's niot being comnut you've ever seen, and his manded by George's inscrutable
wife can't stand living with him. loneliness. Then of course there's
By now you've guessed it: they always Laura May Lewis, and
end up sharing an apartment to- Gloria Bleezarde, playing Gwengether. Unrdortunately, Neil Simon dolyn and Cecily Pigeon, two
doesn't give the audience as mod birds whose figures are the
much credit as I've given you - only thing about them that really
the reader - and felt that a long figure in the story.
first act was needed to set the All in all, the play was split
stage for their comirg together; between yawns, giggles, a few
after which he uses a fairly fun- laughs and maybe a chuckle.

Se+s course record

i$son wins W.ite wt err

By Stan Kask
weekend Tech's White
the
Over
Water .Club travelled to Hanover,
New Hampshitre, to compete in
races on the Mascoma River.
Tech's paddlers were urnfamiliar
with the river but came away
I with several henors.
I ~All Makces - Large Variety
aI
e sQUASH RATCQ YET
Tom Wilson '67 set a record
over the four mile dowrniver
Seven DayWennis
course by traversing the distance
67A Mt. Aubu.m St., Cambridge
AUJ Equipment Suppled
in 20:05.0. Wilson finished a minp- Lowell House)
ute and a half ahead of the secTlR 6-417
Memo|@ 2-t3it118
ond place finisher, a paddler
from the University of Chicago.
II Ed Mattison, a special graduate
student, captured third with a
time of 23:48.0.
ALL CABS RADIO EQUIPPED
Wlson's canoe damaged
Tech didn't fare so well on
Sunday in the heavy slalom. WilI son's spray cover ripped, his boat
,,mm
filled, with water, but he managed to salvage a fifth place finish. Ed Mattison placed eighth
Andy Zalay '69 paddled to a
I and
Iitwelfth place. This was the first
i
time that either Zalay or Kvatti-

& Squash Shop
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LAMPERT
-ZOHRA
.,ACKIE COOGAN
MEDFORD
KAY
KERSNER I
- Directed by IRVIN
BAKER Producd byJEROME HELLMAN
Addison Screenplay by ELLIOTT
C5 IedadbJolnm

TECHgNICOLOR- FROM WARNER BROS. I

26-100
SATURDAY, APRIL 22
5:I5, 7:30, and 9:45
Gene Autry Begins At 5:00
JI

The Sunday Classic Film

BONJOUR TRISTESSE

Taking the helm for the coeds
were Ruth McDowell '67 and Alix
Smullin '68. The final scores:
Radcliffe 46, MIT 45, Jackson 41,
Wellesley 37, URI 26, Connecticut College 22, and Northeastemrn 19.

II

Date driving up for the Big Bash?
Old prep school roomie coming to case the camrnpus?
Brother mushingdown from Dartmouth fortheweekend?
Sis jetting in for a Harvard Square Happening?
Great! Put them up in style for only $8.50 (§ingle) per
night on weekends, at the Cambridge Charter House.
There's wonderful food in our Five Chateaux Restaurant
and our Tivoli Coffee House. An intimate lounge. Free
parking. Delightful atmosphere. And the town's most
wonderful view of the Charles, BDeacon Hill, and the
Boston Skyline.
All for only $8.50 per night, student weekend rate. To
enjoy this appealingly low rate, all your student guests
have to do is show some form of college identification
when registering. Really now, aren't you glad you're an
undergrad - and can amaze your friends with our
special offer?

I
11
A Week of Reviews!
Today: "The Manchurian
"Some
plus
Candidate"
Saturday:
Like It Hot"
"Seven
plus
"Sabrina"
Sunday:
Days in May"
p:us
Holiday"
"Roman
Monday: "Butter"Liii."
field 8" plus "Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof." Tuesday:
"The Ipcress File" plus
o
* "Sweet Bird of Youth."
e3
a

0*

IL

Friday and Saturday

I *$

"SUNDAYS AND

0

iCYBELE"

a

C

C

Starting Sunday

"DON QUIXOTE"

with subtitles)
(Russian,
7:30,
Shows dai;y 5:30,

5 Cambridge Parkway, on the Charles between
Longfellow Bridge and Science Museum
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ID
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CAMBRoDGE ClHARTER HOUSE

8:00
10-250
NO MIT ID REQ. ON SUNDAYS
q

FOE! collegge dro@p ans

speami weekend crate

FIElER
m0H1
ctrE WILL WERNER PETERS
PATRICK ONEAL- COLLEEN DEWHURST
-Music Composed and
and SUE AIE LANGDON
SORRELL BOOKE
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Radcliffe proved to be too much
for Tech's women's sailing team
last Sunday at the University of
Rhode Island in a one-divisional
regatta. The Tech sailors were
Ii
sailing even with Radcliffe, but
lost by one point.
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In "RI regatta
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JoanneVoodward
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26-100
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dlers Mwill journey to the. West
River in Jamaica, Vermont, to
compete in the New England
Slaloms. Wilson'and Mattison are
looking forward to May 14, when
the World Chamnpionship team
will be decided.

slalom race, which is run much
like a slalom in skiing. The
course was approximately a halfmile, with 25 gates which the
competitors had to manuever
through.

Ii
J

FRIDAY
APRIL 21

Irlnoo

Andy Zalay '69 baftles the rou3h Wvaters of the Mascorma
River in White Water competition last weekend. Zalay finished
twelfth in the heavy slalom. This was the first time Andy had
competed in a heavy slalom event.
Next weekend the Tech padson had competed in a heavy
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By Mike Schibly
Tech's sailing team picked up
-- its fourth straight victory last
Wednesday at Tufts. The competition was for the Greater Bos. ton Championship and the Gibbs
< Trophy, miand was also an elimina>- tion contest for the Nickerson
< Trophy at Coast Guard, the spring
Chamrnpionship
New
England
_

regatta.

Sailing in snow and rain, Steve
Milligan scored 34 of a possible
42 points to become high scoring
skipper for "A" division and tie
u for first place in the regatta.
U, His crew was Tony Picardi.
I
In B division, Bob Berliner,
with Chuck Wayne as crew, skippered to second place in his division with 31 points. Bob tied for
third high skipper in the regatta.
The engineers got off to an
early lead in the competition, but
with three bad races were soon
battling with Tufts and BC for
the lead'. Harvard pulled ahead
of BC after six races, and with
three races left Tech trailed Tufts
by three points and was tied with

Photo by Dale Stone

Tech's frosh lightweights struggled in vain to catch the Tabor
crew, which defeated the frosh by two boat-lengths. Tech's third
boat did the best of the day by finishing only two seconds behind
Tabor.

Harvard The engineers, having
won only twvo races up to this
point, swept these last three and
took first place from Tufts by a
single point, 65-64. Harvard was
third.with 61 points, followed by
BC 53, BU 41, and Northeastern,
40.
Tech's next regatta will be on
Sunday, when they will compete
in an invitational at Tufts. _
Tennis team victorious
Friday, April 21
Tech racketmen. scored their
Tennis (V)-Colby, here, 3 pm
first win in three games on WedGolf (V)-Tufts, Wesleyan, here,
nesday by defeating Browne and
12:30 pm
Nichols by the score of 6-1.
Saturday., April 22
Due to a lack of time, 12 point
Baseball (V)-Middlebury, here,
sets
were played instead of the
2 pm
customary
3 game sets. Bob
Lacrosse (V)-Arnherst, here, 2 pmn
McKinley
was
number one man
Lacrosse (F)-Winchendon School,
here, 2 pm
on the engineer team, and scored
Track (V&F)-Williamns, away,
a 12-1 victory over his opponent,
2 pm
the second set won by any TechBaseball 2(F)-Browne & Nichols,
man in singles competition this
. away, .pm
Tennis (V&F)-Wesleyan, away,
year. Joe Baron, in the number
2 pm
two spot, was defeated 12-9, and
Hvy. Crew (V, JV, F) -Syracuse,
MIT swept the last five sets.
Dartmouth at Hanover, N.H.
Manny Weiss won 12-3, Terry
at
JV,
F)-Biglin
Cup
Lt. Crew (V,
Hanover, N.H.
Champlain, 17-7, Skip Perkins,
Sailing (V)-Oweri Trophy, here
124, Steve- Smilack, 12-1, and irv
Sunday, April 23
Asher, 12-5. In two additional sets,
Sailing (V)-Owen Trophy, here
Sailing (Y)-Pentagonal at UConn which did not count toward team

ElNin Dock

Harvardo

scoring, Mike Child was defeated
12-4, while Mike Young won
12-10. All doubles matches were
rained out.
Crew lightweights lose
The lightweight oarsmen dropped a pair of races to Tabor
Academy .on the Charles River
on Wednesday. In the first, the
Tech first and second boats
finished second and third to
Tabor's first boat. The margin of
victory was a length and a half.
In the second race, Tech's third
lights caught a crab in the final
sprint to lose by less than two
seconds to Tabor's second boat.

:acketa en edge
- By George Wood
Tech's racketmen travelled to
UMass, Wednesday and despite
the freezing weather, strong
winds, and poor courts returned
to Cambridge with a 5-4 victory.
Captain Rich Thurber '67 drop-

Sasilors place second -i Oberg Reguffu
division Mike Zuteck '69 skippered with Tom Chanoux '68 as
his crew, and placed second in
his division with 47 points.
Protests involved
Harvard maintained a slim
lead throughout the regatta' but
both MIT and Tufts were /never
more than a few points behind.
After the completion of all 21
races the outcome was still in
doubt due to multiple protests involving the three leaders. As a
result of the protests, one race
had to be resailed in the cold
and dreary dusk. Even after the
resailed race Harvard had to win
another protest to beat MIT. In
the end it was Harvard (138) and
no disqualifications,. MIT (129)
and one DSQ and Tufts (126)
with three DSQ's. The last three

drop'triangulare,
0
'Everett shines in defeat
Almab,

kz.Olfers

In a 40-degree wind which
swept the Edgewood CC in Middletown, Conn., the varsity golf
team opened it! season by dropping a triangular meet to Trinity
and Williams. Led by Carl
Everett '69, the squad turned in
disappointing rounds to lose to
host Trinity 4-3 and bow to Williams 5-2.
Gerry Banner '68 and Tom
Thomas '69 each scored 83 to
drop both of their matches. Tom
blew his Williams contest. on the
eighteenth hole when he missed
the par 3 green.
Carl Everett '69 vanquished
both his foes while leading the
engineers with a 79. After a 41

on the front side Carl managed
to pull even with Williams and
within one of Trinity on the seventeenth green. On the final hole
he hit the green and dropped a
ten foot putt to notch one victory.
Four greens later his Trinity opponent three putted to lose it on
the 22nd.
Ben Roach '68 fired an 80, but
dropped both contests. His foe,
Tom Lynch, was medalist with
74. Greg Kast '69 also registered
an 80 which was good enough
for a split. He downed his Trinity
man 4 and 2. Mike McMahon '69
captured two points with an 83.
Tom James dropped two matches
while shooting 86.

~-

finishers were Boston College
(79), and
(103), Northeastei
Boston University (73).
Next weekned, the varsity sailors will participate in the two
day Owen Trophy Competition at
home and a Pentagonal at University of Connecticut.

ped the first match of the afternoon, 6-1 and 6-4 to Harvey
Kednicob. In the second match
Steve Deneroff '68 showed brilliant form as he took two straight
sets, 6-2, 6-4. Deneroff's opponent,
Sam Veagle, was thoroughly outclassed by Steve's strong game.
After a close victory in the first
set, 6-4, Carl Weissgerber '68
dropped two straight to Jerry
Johnson, 6-0, 6-2.
St. Peter comes back
John St. Peter '67, after dropping the first set 4-6 to John
Clam, surged to a 7-5 victory in
the second set and secured the
point for MIT with a strong 6-3
final set. Bob Metcalfe '68, having one of his off days, was easily
beaten by UMass's Jim Sheppert, 6-4, 6-4. After taking the

Intramural spons4e
0

0

Burton swimmers -sink SAM*ff
TEP, TDC win 'Ion volleyball
Water polo and volleyball dominated the intramural scene this
past week. Last Sunriday, Burton
"A" easily defeated the Sammies, 10-3 in water polo. John
Wrigley scored 4, Bill Stage 3,
and John Dingier '66 rounded off
the scoring- withi 3. Burton will
play Theta Chi on Monday in a
game that will decide first place
seeding in the playoffs.
In other action, AEPi edged
past Burton "B," 4-2. SAE defeated TDC, 15-2. Sam Leader
'69 paced the Saelors with 5 goals
and 3 assists. -Carl Martland '68
scored twice for the overpowered
Theta Delts. Finally, Bexley
topped Senior House, 3-2.
The IM volleyball season began last Sunday with teams competing in three divisions. Burton-A got its season off to a good
start with a win over ATO. The
Burton spikers overpowered ATO
3-0.
The MIT Iranian students won
their season opener against SAE
by a score of 2-0. In other action, AEP fell to SPE by a 2-0

first set 6-4, Tom Stewart '69
dropped the second -4-6. With the
pressure on, Tom came trough
with a strong third set and topped
Don Davis, 6-3.
Doubles teams decide match
The match score stood at threethree after the singles. It was up
to the doubles teams to pull it
out for MIT. The first doubles
team, Thurber and Metcalfe, ran
into some stiff competition fron
Kednicob and Veagle. Set scores
were 6-2, 6-0. This put the engineers with their backs to the
wall. The second team, Deneroff
and Weissgerber, rose to the occasion and tied the score. Despite
adroit play by Deneroff in the
first set, UMass topped the pair,
5-7. In the final two sets, Weissgerber equalled Deneroff's inspiring play and the pair downed
their opponents, 8-6, 6-4. In the
final match, St. Peter and Stewart clinched the victory for Tech.
Superb play on the part of both
engineers resulted in an easy
victory, 6-3, 6-3.
This afternoon, a tough' Colby
College squad will invade the
MIT courts at 3:00 pm.
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Don Baron of Fiji returns. a
shot while shirtless . Phil' Dorin
'70 of TEP looks on. TEP's won
in 2 straight.
score, TE beat the Fiji's, 2-0,
TDC topped Burton 5, 2-0.
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By Bill Miches
On Wednesday, the varsity sailors finished second to Harvard
in the Oberg Trophy Regatta,
symbolic of the Greater Boston
Championship. It was a cold,
windy day marked by snow flurries, rain and many protests. It
was the first time in eight years
that the engineers had' failed to
win the Trophy.
In "A" division, Captain Chet
Osborne '67 sldppered with Jim
Gallagher '69 as his crew and
placed third in the division with
41 points. In "B" division, Dick
Smith '69 skippered the first race,
and Joe Ferreira '67 skippered
the last 6. With only 6 races Joe
managed to place third in his
division with 41 points. In "C"

Track and field competition in this country is being seriously
threatened 'by the irresponsibility of tvo groups engaged in a petty
feud. Although it had seemed under control, the long-standing din
pute between the Amateur Athletic Union and the United States
Track and Field Federation broke into the headlines last weekend
as the International Track and Field Federation refused to ratif
Jim Ryun's time of 1:44.9 in the half-mile as a world's record,
Last spring, Ryun ran in a meet at Terre Haute, Indiana, spon.
sored by ithe USTFF. His official time for the race was 1:44,9
apparently .giving him the record. But, the AAU, which is the
officially recognized body of United States athletics, refused to sign
the timer's card, and the whole mess became the case of the record
that wasn't there.
This all began a few years ago. But, at that time, the AAU and
NCAA were fighting for control of college athletes (not to mention
athletics). The USTFF, however, took only a short breath before
jumping head-first into the fray. The dispute was apparently settled
when then-President Kennedy appointed a Federal Commission to
arbitrate the dispute.
Apparently, nobody told the USTFF that things had been settled,
Immediately after the initial dispute began, a dilution of quality in
meets Was noticed by both sides. Now, the fight appears to have
grown to the point where the persons involved are willing to forfeit
American prestige in order to gain power.
Things weren't so bad when it was "just" the quality of an
Olympic team at stake. Now, however, the amateur structure under.
lying track and field events has been jeopardized. Right now, it is
a Kansas sophomore paying the price of running in a meet which
didn't really count, since it wasn't "officially" sanctioned. He will
undoubtedly break the record again, so it is hard to work up any
real sympathy for him. But, who can say what it will be tomorrow?
It's about time that these two groups stopped worrying who is
where in the bureaucracy and started fulfilling their purpose: -the
encouragement of amateur athletics in this country.
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